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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Board says
more input
not needed

Cubans'
release
delayed
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States, reacting to rioting at prisons in Louisiana and
Georgia, has offered to impose a
moratorium on the return of Cuban nationals denied U.S. residency because of mental instability or past crimes, Attorney
General Edwin Meese in said
yesterday.
Cubans at the Federal Detention Center in Oakdale, La., yesterday threatened to kill 25 hostages they had seized over the
weekend and demanded freedom in the United States. And at
the federal penitentiary in Atlanta, Cuban inmates seized
hostages and set buildings
ablaze as they sought to gain
control of the facility. At least
six people were injured.

by Linda Hoy
wire editor

Meese said the moratorium
would be in effect until each
case could be reviewed in a
"full, fair and equitable" manner and affected "all such Cubans detained in the United
States."
The rioting was sparked by a
State Department announcement Friday that Cuba was reviving an agreement, suspended
five months after its signing in
December 1984, to allow the repatriation of more than 2,500
Cubans who had come to this
country illegally in 1980.
Meese, appearing at an afternoon news briefing, said that
"on behalf of the United States
government, I have offered to
declare a moratorium on the return of the Cuban nationals to
Cuba, with reference to those
Cubans who came to the United
States in 1980 via the port of
Mariel and who have been declared ineligible to enter the
United States legally."
Meese said the offer was being
made in expectation that all hostages "will be safely released
without delay."
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Corneal frostbite
Audrey Zavodsky leaves only her eyes exposed to the 20 degree temperatures at the football game Saturday. Zavodsky, who was one of only 3,312 people at the game, attends all Central Michigan games with
her husband. The Falcons defeated the Chippewas 18-17 at Doyt Perry Field to conclude their season with
a 5-6 record.

The Board of Trustees
receives enough input from students before evaluating the University president and further
student opinion is unnecessary,
according to William Spengler,
president of the Board.
Spengler responded at Friday's Board meeting to the Undergraduate Student Government's resolution requesting the
Board adopt written procedures
for conducting its review of the
president when making decisions about his salary and include provisions allowing student participation in the evaluation process.
Dave Robinson, junior political science major and USG
president, said the resolution
was no reflection on the performance of the current president, Paul Olscamp.
"The students and other
members of the University
community are here nine
months out of the year and will
see more of any president than
members of the Board will,"
Robinson said.
Spengler said the Board has
.been given the duty to "hire and
fire, and that responsibility is
not assigned to anyone else.
"Managing a university is
running a big, big business," he
said.
Spengler said University constituents "might not understand
or grasp" how the University
should be managed, but some
board members have had business experience and can apply it
in decision making.
Robinson said every other
person on the University payroll
is evaluated by some portion of
the University community, except the "highest paid em-

ployee." Olscamp has a current
salary of $107,590 per year.
Spengler said, ''We (the
Trustees) want an effective
president who makes this a topnotch University," adding that
somebody who can make everyone happy was not necessarily
this person.
Larry Jones, president of
Graduate Student Senate, gave
an update on GSS, and said the
organization does not want to
get involved in the issue of evaluating the president.
"The Graduate Student Senate under the direction of the
present team is not interested in
or being made part of the ongoing, long-running political battles among various groups on
this campus," Jones said. "The
Graduate Student Senate will
Eick its own battles, and it will
e those battles which we believe we have a chance to win
and which directly affect the
welfare of graduate students at
Bowling Green State University."
In other business, the Board
approved the naming of an
AmeriTrust Executive Seminar
room in the College of Business
Administration Building in recognition of the company's
$25,000 gift to the Business
Building Fund.
In Olscamp's report to the
Board, he said 2,731 freshmen
have applied for admission to
fall semester 1988 — a 1.94 percent increase from last year.
Transfer applications have increased by 28.57 percent compared to the number received
during this period in 1986, while
the number of graduate students
applying to the University has
declined by 3 percent, he said.
Olscamp also addressed federal government threats to cut
off funds to institutions which
C See Trustees, page 4.

CISG's plan slowed Parking Victory' won
by Julie Wallace
copy editor

by Julie Wallace
copy editor

The academic rating system
being proposed by the Undergraduate Student Government
involves "a direct conflict with
the academic charter," Kraig
Baker, Academic Affairs committee chair, said.
The conflict, he said, will
move any implementation of the
Cgram further into the future
ause the charter would have
to be changed.
USG members had planned to
present the prepared proposal to
the Board of Trustees at the
December meeting. If apE roved, USG had hoped it could
e implemented by spring
semester.
Baker said the academic
charter states that departments
have the right to determine their
own evaluations.
The program being prepared
would require each department
to be evaluated by students each
semester, conflicting with the

"Our enthusiasm for the program is not
dampened... We just have to find a
different way to go about implementing
it."
-Kraig Baker
rights granted to departments in
the charter.
The problems with the program, he said, can be resolved.
"The charter can be changed
with time, but it will obviously
move our timetable back,
Baker said. With additional time
now available, committee
members will be strengthening
the proposal by including data
input from college deans, council chairs and possibly University President Paul Olscamp, he
said.
"We can now go to all areas of
concern so we won't be making a
biased presentation," he said.
"When we go before the Board
of Trustees, we need to be able
to answer all their questions,
from all areas."

Tuesday
□ A University student will compete
for the Miss Ohio contest this weekend,
see story page three.
DThe University may be the first lo
implement a cultural diversity program,
see story page three.
□Jason Zeller's 44-yard field goal in
the last minute enabled the Falcons to
rally and beat Central Michigan, 18-17.
Saturday, see page five.
□ BG football players Kyle Kramer,
John Hunter and Joe Foley were named
all-Mid-American Conference yesterday,
see page five.

Baker said the conflict has not
stopped the plans for evaluations.
"Our enthusiasm for the program is not dampened," he said.
"We ran into a problem, and we
just have to find a different way
to go about implementing it."
Members of the USG General
Assembly supported the committee's efforts on the program
by passing a resolution about the
system at last Thursday's meeting.

The resolution stated USG is
supportive of the implementing
an evaluation system because it
would be beneficial to both the
students and the departments
for improving the "learning
process."

The first "victory" toward solving the parking
problem on campus was achieved when parking
services announced the addition of 200 spots to Lot
12, said Tim Peterson, Undergraduate Student
Government student welfare coordinator.
Addressing members of USG, Peterson said the
addition can be considered the first step in USG's
fight to create more parking areas on campus.
"We now have 200 more spots, but we need to
continue our work with the petitions," he said.
USG is distributing parking petitions for members of the University community to sign. The
completed petitions will be used to emphasize to
the Board of Trustees the students' opinion that the
parking situation is the "number one concern on
campus," he said.
Plans are also in the works for 150 resident parking spaces to be added in the summer near Lot 8 on
North College Drive, but the project needs approval from the University Budget Committee and the
Board.
The chances for this request being approved,
Peterson said, can be improved by presenting the
completed petitions to those involved in the decision-making.
"The biggest problem in creating additional
parking is in land acquisition," he said. "If we
have 10,000 signatures of people who consider
parking a problem, they (the Board) have to consider it."

These additions, he said, are only small steps in
solving the problem.
USG has been promoting the construction of a
parking garage at the University, but the cost and
the location for the protect are holdups, he said.
Funding for parking lot additions and repairs, he
said, are directly generated from three sources:
meter income, parking violation fines and parking
registration.
Construction of a garage could not be supported
by these three sources, but may be funded through
other methods, such as increases in parking registration fees or by requiring a user fee for the garage, he said.
"In time, the garage can pay for itself, but the
problem is a matter of paying for the garage right
now," he said. "We can find the money, it is out
there. If President Olscamp can raise $50 million
for a convocation center, then he can find the
money for a parking garage."
Choosing a location for the garage is also a problem.
By building the garage on an existing lot, the
University will be in essence paying double for the
present parking spaces, he said.
Although Olscamp has publicly said the University does not have a parking problem, Peterson
disagrees.
"Students are driving around for half an hour
looking for parking spaces," he said. "When they
can't find a parking spot, these students are parking on the grass and in the f irelanes.
D See Parking, page 4.

News in brief
Celeste appoints regents
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A former chief of
staff for Gov. Richard Celeste is among three attorneys the governor appointed Monday to nineyear terms on the Ohio Board of Regents.
It marked only the second time since creation of
the board in 1963 that appointees of a Democratic
governor held a majority on the nine-member
panel, a planning and coordinating agency for the
state's public colleges and universities.
Appointed were:
-Raymond T. Sawyer of Shaker Heights, a
partner in the law firm of Thompson, Hine, and

Flory, who served as Celeste's chief of staff in 1985
and 1986.
—Paul Dutton of Youngstown, who has been with
the law firm of Mitchell, Mitchell & Reed since
1972, and who is a member of the Youngstown
State University Board of Trustees.
—Ralph Frasier of Columbus, executive vice
president and general counsel for The Huntington
National Bank in Columbus.

Rockers raise $100,000
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Rock stars raised more

than $100,000 Saturday during a live, nationwide
radio fund-raiser aimed at helping feed starving
children.
The satellite broadcast alternated between
bands playingat the United Nations in New York
and the Roxy Theater in Los Angeles.
Graham Nash was host for the West Coast half of
"Children of the Americas Hunger-Thon," with
such guests as James Taylor, Jackson Browne,
David Crosby, Steven Stills, Los Lobos, Grace
Slick and Pat Benatar.
In New York, entertainment was provided by
Jethro Tull, The Hooters and Patty Smyth.
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Plan discredited
The Board of Trustees discredited the Undergraduate Student Government's proposal for
written procedures of including student input in the
evaluation of University presidents.
However, the president governs over the University, which would not exist without students.
They should have some say in the evaluation
Brocess since the president's decisions often direcy affect them.
Board President William Spengler said enough
student input is gathered for evaluation of the
president and no more is needed.
He added that only the Board has hiring and firing responsibilities, and students and other members of the University community may not be able
to understand or appreciate the business aspects of
managing such an institution.
All paid employees — from classified staff to faculty to vice presidents —are evaluated in some way
by other members of the University.
Departments have freedom under the Academic
Charter to evaluate in the manner they see fit. Proposals have been presented to include student input
in department — and possibly later faculty — evaluations, but at least some system already exists.
For all but the highest paid administrator.
USG President Dave Robinson pointed out that
students and the University community come in
contact with the president nine months per year
"and will see more of any president than members
of the Board will."
Therefore, even if the student opinions are not assigned as much weight as those of the Board members, the student voice should be represented and
considered.
After all, students do have to reach into their
pockets to pay a portion of the president's salary.

Letters
Student Health Center
'excellent' medical source
I feel I must answer Ms.

McFarland's letter of Nov. 19,
because she gave some dangerous advice. First, she wrote that
she and her friends discouraged
her roommate from seeking attention at the Health Center for
hives and a sore throat. She then
went on to discourage all students from receiving care at the
Health Center. That advice may
be hazardous to your health. For
instance, let me take Ms.
McFarland's example, a student
with a sore throat. That student
needs a throat culture to test for
steep. If strep is present, and a
proper course of antibiotics is
not taken, the result could be a
permanently damaged heart
from rheumatic fever.
Ms. McFarland is, of course,
entitled to her opinion. However,
it should be noted that hers is a
minority opinion. Last spring we
did an exit survey of 500
patients, of whom 80 percent
thought their care was excellent, 19.5 percent adequate, and
only 0.5 percent poor. My recommendation is that students
who are sick should seek medical care, and I believe the Student Health Service is an excellent source for health care.
Josh Kaplan, M.D.
Medical Director

Attempted suicide story
'blatant' privacy intrusion
We are writing in response to
the article about the attempted
suicide printed in I7ie News
(Nov. 20). Our first reaction was
one of disgust and it kept growing as we read. We were aquainted with this person and we
thought the article was a blatant
intrusion to her personal life. We
found it to be very insensitive to
practically name the person in-

volved. Why is it that an insensitive article about another's misfortune was on the front page of
the paper? We think it is important to publicize attacks and
rapes so that we know we should
be aware and on guard. If we
took only the information found
in this paper, we could only
think that no attacks ever took;
place. In conclusion, we are dis
ousted by what seems to be a
blatant disregard for privacy
and we feel that if this article
had to be printed, some of the information in it was totally unnecessary.
AmyBaier
Rae Ann Smith
245 Batchelder
Laura Carrick
Kara Terrell
109 Compton

Edwards, Shreffler views
intelligent conservatism
I was pleased to see the Edwards/Schreffler column on
"Dangerous Books" in the Nov.
19 BGNews. A forthright, intelligent, and educated presentation of conservative points of
view is cause for celebration indeed (we've had plenty of
"forthright" conservatism, it's
the "intelligent" and "educated" brand that's been missing).
Of course the books they've
listed are dangerous to liberals.
But they seem unaware that the
very same books are also capable of leading conservatives
down the rosy path to liberalism. Consider Blooms' book
"The Closing of the American
Mind.'' Once past his rather silly
claim that rock and roll is a
threat to the life of the mind and
his deliberately provocative use
of sexist language, a trusting
conservative might find himself
(Well, why not be sexist in addressing conservatives? Most of
'em love it!) wondering about
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Miscellaneous

By Mike
Doherty

For 27 years, Anderson Arena
has been affectionately known
as "The House That Roars." In
the halcyon days of Nate Thurmond and Howard Komives,
when the coach the building is
named for was still at the helm
of the home team, that nickname was well-deserved.
In recent years, however, Anderson Arena might be more accurately described as The House
That Whimpers.
Granted, the phenomenal success of the Falcon hockey team
has overshadowed the roundballers in recent years; however,
rare is the time the two teams'
schedules conflict.
Yet, while the lines for a
BG/Michigan State faceoff
stretch to Mercer Street, the
stands for a BG/Toledo tipoff
never seem to be in danger of
filling up.
The House that Roars, it
seems, lies dormant.
Well, that's not quite true. One
day last season — Feb. 9 to be
precise —Anderson Arena

all the references to Kousseau
and Nietzsche, and just might
try to read the originals. Dangerous indeed!
Or consider Solzhenitsyn's Gulag Archipelago. Liberals who
think that Soviet totalitarianism
is "pragmatically necessary"
might indeed have their eyes
opened but our trusting conservative friends might wonder
why Solzhenitsyn sees the Soviet
system as a perversion of Marx.
And if Soviet-style Communism
isn't what Marx is all about,
maybe our trusting friend might
try reading the original. Dangerous indeed!
The Bible is, of course, the
most dangerous one of all; no
thinking conservative should try
it except under strict guidance.
Bad enough that it's loaded with
inconsistencies (these can always be explained with the
"right" interpretation). Worse
yet, some of it just won't let a
conservative stay complacent —
all that "love your enemy" stuff,
for example, or the wimpy nonviolence and refusal to fight
back of the Main Character! It's
enough to make one call the
Prayer Line to find out what it is
supposed to mean!
Actually, Edwards and
Schreffler overplay their point.
No book is really dangerous unless it's read with an open mind,
a willingness to see the world
through the author's eyes before
deciding the issue. Not too many
people ever bother to do that —
it's hard work and it doesn't
leave one feeling very complacent. Those who do bother might
find that they themselves are
dangerous but that's another
matter. Jesus was executed and
Solzhenitsyn imprisoned, after
all, not by liberals but by conservatives — true conservatives, who recognized that the
real danger is from people who
think for themselves.
Ryan D. Tweney
Professor of Psychology
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roundballers felt last spring
when they faced the Oilers in
Anderson Arena. A hostile
crowd was overrunning their
own back yard.

rocked 'til the roof shook,
thousands of fans screaming for
a victorv from the guys in orange and black.
Black?
We are...F.C.!...We
are...F.C!
F.C.?
That stands for Findlay College, enrollment 1,145, a smallcollege squad that knocked off
the Falcons last spring, 86-73. It
was really no surprise, though,
as some 3,000 of the 4,310 fans at
the game were vocally pushing
the underdog Oilers to their upset win.

Despite their respective (and
somewhat startling) resemblances to a young Robert Bork
and a young Doug Ginsburg,
Bruce Edwards and Pete
Schreffler should be immediately banished forever from
the pages of 77ie News. As a
card-carrying, dogma-thumping
Conservative. I feel that Tt is
nothing less than my duty to God
and country and Ed Meese to
demand this.
Satire or no satire, you don't
want to have people messing
with that most perfect and
sacred of all texts — the Bible.
"Edgewise" requires a certain
interpretation from its readers
and therefore should be banned
forever from the pages of 77ie
News due to its authors' various
insensitivities which they proudly flaunt. (The preceding is a
line of "reasoning" The News
has followed in the past.)

That's the first home basketball game for Jim Larranaga's
new, improved hoop squad, and
the opponent just happens to be
Findlay College.
A couple of returning Falcons
had decent games in last year's
Findlay Fan Fiasco — Joe Gregory knocked down 24 points,
and Steve Martenet grabbed a
career-high 10 rebounds.

There has been an overwhelming amount of material devoted
to student apathy on these pages
in recent times, and perhaps
that sentiment is best captured
in the persona of the Bowling
Green basketball fan.

But if you asked either one of
them — or anybody else who
was there — what they remember most about that game,
you can bet they'd describe the
Findlay players spilling onto the
court at the final buzzer in a
celebration worthy of a national
championship.

The typical BG basketball fan
bought (pardon the sexist pronouns) his All-Sports Pass in order to attend football and hockey
games, and only uses it for basketball when Cleveland State (or
some other "name" school) is in
town.

Findlay College. A team Bowling Green has beaten 50 times in
65 tries. A team BG had defeated
20 times consecutively. A
"breather" in a tough 16-game
conference schedule.
A "home game"? Hardly. If
fans are a team's "sixth man,"
then Findlay College played that
ballgame against BG roughly
7-on-5. The homecourt edge was
clearly with the visitors.

It's a safe bet that the Findlay
Slayers and fans are planning
or a repeat performance of last
year's upset. The largest responsibility for preventing that,
of course, lies with Larranaga,
Martenet & Co. — they'll actually have to play the game.

Spoiled by the success of his
favorite icers, he stayed away
from Anderson Arena during the
19-35 disaster of John Weinert's
last two years as coach. Worse,
even when he does attend
games, he is apparently saving
his lung power for the hockey
game later.
Where is it written that only
hockey fans can be organized?
There has been complaint that
the CCHA has taken from the
Falcon fan his opportunity to
"newspaper" the opponents
with chants of "Who's he? Nobody!"

Can anybody imagine that
happening at a hockey game?
The few Michigan State fans
who dare to show their faces in
The Ice Arena With No Name
are resoundingly razzed by a
capacity crowd armed to the
teeth with verbal barbs.
Numerous members of the
hockey team have often, willingly, credited the fans with
firoviding an emotional boost,
t's always nice to feel welcome
when you come home.
Imagine, then, how the Falcon

Save those old newspapers
that you can't use this Friday at
the hockey game against — who
else? — Michigan State, and
bring them out to Anderson
Arena next Monday night at 8.

I mean if people don't want to
read books, why don't they not
read the following list of godless,
communistic, subversive
drivel: "Steal this Book" by Abbie Hoffman; "Soul on Ice" by
Eldridge Cleaver; "The Autobiography of Malcolm X";
"Blood and Guts in High School"
by Kathy Acker; "The Complete
Plays of Joe Orton"; "Stick1' by

Elmore Leonard; "Naked
Lunch" by William Burroughs;
"Sisterhood is Powerful" edited
by Robin Morgan; and Jean
Genet's "PrisonDiaries". These
works, authored by foreigners,
non-Christians, homosexuals,
drug addicts, and worse, are full
of dangerous ideas like — all
men and women are created
equal, question authority, think

But fan support can make a
difference, and can make the
aforementioned players' jobs
that much easier. Just ask Findlay College.
And when that ultra-annoying
chant starts up — We are...
F.C.! - it'll be time to show these
Oiler fans what the letters really
stand for.
This is Falcon Country.
Doherty, a senior English
major from Bowling Green,
hasn 't missed a home basketball
game since 1982.

for yourself, and sex, even if it's
not for procreation, can be fun.
Can you believe it? Plus, none of
them are written in the style of
Nathaniel Hawthorne (the
greatest author of all time), a
style that dominates Edwards'
and Schreftier's list.
Steve Hesske
English Dept.
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BG may lead
cultural field
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

The University could become a landmark in promoting cultural diversity among
colleges nationwide, according to one educator.
James Banks, professor of
education at the University of
Washington, Seattle, spoke at
the recent ethnic studies conference and shared his knowledge in the field of multicultural diversity with members
of the ethnic studies committee.
"To the best of my knowledge, Bowling Green would
be the first university in the
nation to pass a multicultural
requirement for all majors,"
Banks said.
The University's committee on multicultural diversity
has set up criteria for the potential courses. They are to
"promote knowledge about
an understanding of multicultural nature of American society by examining some of
the ways in which ethnic cultures have shaped American
political, social, economic
and cultural life.
Committee members also

said an understanding of cultural diversity requires an
appreciation of the multiple
realities of the American experience. Courses should include such concepts as race.
ethnicity, ethnocentrism and
the methods of cross-cultural
analyses.
Courses may focus on one
ethnic group, may have a
comparative focus on two or
more groups, or may offer a
broad framework for examining ethnicity as a whole.
Banks said, "The most important thing is to make the
first courses as good as possible because they will be under
a great deal of scrutiny. The
training of the teachers is
also important. Don't try to
teach your colleagues — find
outside training."
Ernest Champion, chair of
the multicultural diversity
committee, asked Banks if
adding a mulicultural requirement was going to be a
trend throughout the country.
"I hope so," Banks answered. "Soon it will be required here and you will be
ahead of the rest. The longrange goal behind this requirement is recruitment."

Coming Soon!

Student to vie for title
by Stefanie Penn
reporter

While most students will be
sitting at home this weekend
feasting on left-over Thanksgiving turkey and feeling a bit
overweight, "
one student
will be comEeting in a
eauty pageant.
Lorraine
Starts, a
senior early
childhood and
elementary Start,
education major, has been

selected to participate in the
1968 Miss Ohio Pageant to be
held in Columbus, Nov. 27-29 at
the Marriott-North Hotel.
If she wins the pageant, Starts
will become Ohio's representative in the Miss USA Pageant in
February.
"I feel very calm about the
pageant. I'm not in any form
anxious or nervous," she said.
"If it's meant to be, it'll be and if
it's not, it won't."
About 30 women, aged 17 to 25,
will compete for the title. Starts
said they were chosen from
hundreds of applicants for
having charm, beauty and an
outgoing personality.

BG TANS

"A Tan for all Seasons" ™
Salon
Also available: Vitamins, supplements
and Skin Care products.

127 S. Main St.

County honored
for local support
of seat belt safety
I

NOW OPEN AT WOODLAND MALL
During Mall Hours 10-9 daily

The winner of the pageant
receives a wardrobe worth
$1,000, a $1,000 cash scholarship
and a position in the Miss USA
pageant in Florida.
Starts' interests include cooking, playing the piano, singing,
dancing and biking. The St.
Mary's native plans to pursue a
career modeling and teaching
kindergarten after graduation.

The Ohio Department of Highway Safety recently honored Jan
and the Wood County Health Department for their work in
highway safety.
The county health department was recognized for its support from
local law enforcement agencies and merchants in promoting seat
belt safety through education, incentives and public information.
William Denihan, ODHS director, and Julius "Dr. J" Erving, former pro- basketball star, presented 24 awards to agencies, individuals and departments for their work at a recognition luncheon in
Columbus.
Wendy Schweiger, ODHS public information officer, said recipients were nominated by the governor's Traffic and Safety Committee.
The health department staff visited 28 Wood County preschool and
day-care centers, talking with 791 students how to properly use seatbelts, she said.
U See Safety, page 4.
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MAKE PLANS NOW!
MONDAY
NOVEMBER 30
ANDERSON ARENA
TIP-OFF AT 8:00 P.M.

Bowling Green, Ohio J
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eant —evening gown, interview
and swimsuit. Each contestant
will be scored in each category,
and the woman with the highest
composite score will be crowned
queen.

She said she entered the pageant for the experience and to
meet new people.
"I'm very committed to improving myself as a woman and
Focusing on my relationship with
Christ, and if becoming Miss
Ohio would threaten either of
those two very important goals
of mine, I'd rather let it slide on
by and support someone else to
be Miss Ohio."
Each participant is responsible for collecting $650 from local
sponsors.
Her sponsors from the Wood
County area include Newlove
Realty, Kaufman's restaurant,
Greenbriar Inc., Myles Flowers
and the Arrangement.

byJaredO.Wadley
copy editor

• SUNTANNING •
Revolutionary Tanning Process with
the Latest and Finest Tanning Equipment in the entire State of Ohio!
GUARANTEED!
Introducing:

Three competitions will take
place during the three-day pag-

FALCONS
vs
FINDLAY
COLLEGE

Present the

w
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Dan & Don Show
Live from Toledo!
Tuesday - Sunday

Restaurant Hours:
Club Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Mon-Fri 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Fri-Sat 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Sat 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Sun 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sun 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Fun Food, Fun Times, for Fun People
104 S. Main St.
353-0988

12-5 Sunday

Look For Our Grand Opening
Advertisements After Thanksgiving Break

Food, Candy, Snacks & Gifts

SEASON OPENER!

Student Discounts

"Buy a Pinch or a Pound From Around the world"

THE BG NEWS
is now accepting
applications for

ADVERTISING
SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
g0az.

SALE
coso
o-'v '

for positions starting
Spring Semester 1988
• Gain valuable experience
• Commission Paid-potential for
one of the highest paying jobs
on campus
• All majors encouraged to apply
• Must have own car
Applications & job descriptions
available: 214 West Hall
DEADLINE: Tues. Nov. 24, 5 p.m.

rs,
One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specially bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $ || 988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania

472-1113

Stadium Mara
352-2533
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Blotter.
Campus.

City.

DA complainant reported the theft of an olive-green 10-speed bike
Thursdav afternoon. The bike, valued at $100, had been left unlocked
outside the University Union.
DCustodial staff told police a coat "in very poor condition" and
with "an intolerable odor" was in their lost and found in the Student
Services Building for nine days. The coat was discarded and the
owner has now come to claim the coat, according to a police report.
DA complainant reported (400 worth of new clothing missing
Thursday. The clothes, obtained from Uhlman's Department Store,
had been used in a fashion show by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
Bowling Green Fire Department extinguished a small fire on the
roof of the paint shop in Plant Operations, Poe Road, Friday afternoon. Cause of the fire is unknown, according to police. Damage is
estimated at $500.
DA light blue bicycle was reported stolen Friday from the rack
outside Bromf ield Hall. The bike was valued at $90.
CSeven residents of Anderson Hall reported the theft of stuffed
animals Saturday. The animals, valued at $155, were in a display
case in the main lobby.
A complainant reported the theft of a purse from her room in
Dunbar Hall on Saturday. The room was left open and unattended,
police said. When the girl returned to her room, the purse was gone.

DNancy and Enos Butler and Douglas Latour, 18330 Brim Lot 214,
were placed in the Wood County Jail Sunday at 1:17 a.m. after Mrs.
Butler refused to leave Norton's, 809 S. Main St. Mrs. Butler was
cited for disorderly conduct while intoxicated and resisting arrest
when an officer came to remove her from the premises.
Butler and Latour went to see Mrs. Butler and caused a commotion at the police station. Both were charged with disorderly conduct
with persistence and resisting arrest. Court date is set for Nov. 30.
DA complainant advised police that her passenger side door and
rear quarter panel were dented and scratched Sunday at 2:56 a.m.
The car was parked in front of Yuppi's, 153 E. Wooster St. Damage
was estimated at $150.
DA stereo and computer were reported stolen from a residence in
the 500 block of Clough Street Friday at 8:03 a.m. The victim said her
door was left unlocked overnight. The computer was valued at
$2,000, and the stereo was estimated between $1,500 and $2,000.
DBoth dumpsters at University Courts and Village Apts., 1520
Clough Street, were reported overturned Sunday at 10:13 a.m. The
owner was told to clean up the trash which had blown about.
The Bowling Green Country Club clubhouse was egged Sunday
around 12:44 p.m. It was reported that some cars on Ferndale Court
were also egged Saturday night.

Safety
□ Continued from page 3.
As a part of the program, a
staff member uses a puppet
named "Smiley," the Safety
Belt Elephant, to teach students

the importance of seat belts
even when traveling on short
trips.
rt
We teach them how to use a
seat belt because we want them
to buckle up if their parents
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Mon-Thurs 10Fn-Sal 1,0-10
Sun 10.30-7

don't tell them," Jure said.
"Students also designed buttons
to remind themselves about seat
belt safety."
The staff also visited 20 elementary schools, speaking to
over 2,400 students about using a
safety belt every time they ride
a car, Jurs said.
Besides teaching proper seat
belt use, the department also
sponsors "Buckle Up" programs, funded by ODHS, to re-

mind residents about seat belt
safety.
For three years, Jurs said
they have promoted "Buckle
Up programs; the first two
years the campaign was geared
towards the city, and this year it
was expanded to the county.
During July and August, the
staff randomly selected vehicles
thoughout the county and awarded prizes worth approximately
$4,200 donated by 125 businesses.
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Now Showing: Elvis the Movie, Minds of
Kilmandero, Personal Services, Beyond Therapy.

woodland mall

B

gKf
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cinema

Phone No.
354-0558

D Continued from page 1.
have a student loan default rate
higher than 20 percent.
I'd like to assure our Board
of Trustees todav that there is
absolutely no danger of this
happening at Bowling Green,"
he said.
The University has a default
rate of less than 3 percent, one of
the country's lowest, he said.
The Board also gave permis-

sion for the city to install a sanitary sewer line on University
Sroperty to provide services to
le east and southeast areas of
the city.

Parking.
D Continued from page 1.
"I don't think parking in the
grass is a big problem, but when
students are forced to park in
fire lanes, that is not a problem
— it is an emergency situation."

Real Seafood Company
Now isn't that special!

mwwiiBS

f

Mickey Cochrane, professor of health, physical education and recreation, Ted Jenkins, Alumni Board of Trustees member, and
Larry Weiss, director of alumni affairs, stand in front of the newly
dedicated plaque commemorating the site of first University football stadium.

Trustees.

VIDEOS

BG News/Rob Upton

Plaque dedicated

Happy Thanksgiving!

Toledo's Seafood Restaurant
PotUidf Festival Markelplarr
UIH Y Summit, Toledo
ill'ii 241-113:)

No membership required with a major credit card!

Attention Advertisers:
Due to the Thanksgiving Day Holiday,
Deadline for the
Tuesday, Dec. 1
edition of

The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting

applications for

EDITOR
of

THE BG NEWS
is Tues., Nov. 24, 4p.m.
for both classified
and display advertising
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THE BG NEWS

214 West Hall
DID Gam

DON'T WAIT 'TIL AFTER BREAK!
MICHIGAN STATE
vs.
BGSU FALCONS
Friday, November 27th
Face - off at 7:30 p.m.
At BGSU Ice Arena

BGSU
FALCONS
VS.
Findlay College

for spring semester 1988
Applications Available At: 214 West Hall
Deadline: 5 p.m., Tuesday, November 24

UPDATE

Come Shop With Us!

Fairlane
Shopping Mall
Dearborn, Michigan
Sun. Dec. 6th
register at UAO office
registration ends
Thurs. Dec. 3rd

Lights!

TICKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE OR
PICK-UP AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE

Twister Tournament
Finals will be held Dec. 6th at
2:00 pm at the Amani Room.
Come Watch the Fun!!!

Camera!

Miracle on 34-th Street
Monday, November 30th 8:00 pin Anderson Arena

ANNUAL Holiday
CRAFT FAIR
Dec. 7,8,9th
10:00 am -6:00 pm
Grand Ballroom

Thurs. Dec. 3rd
2IO MSC 8:00 pm
FREE ADMISSION

Action!

it ISINU ARIZONA
Frl./Sot. D«c. 4-5th
210 MSC Building
8:00, 10:00 and midnight
$1.50 Admlttlon

Organization of the WEEK: RSA

Sports
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"Skate Past
State"
Bowllnq QrMfi B*v«ng«, Inc

Zeller 44-yard field goal lifts BG
Falcons rally to win, 18-17
by Jeff McSherry
spurts editor

It's not often a group of football behemoths will accept any
comparison between themselves
and those "pseudo-football"
players called placekickers.
But after Jason Zeller's career-best 44-yard field goal with
1:05 left in Saturdays game
gave Bowling Green an 18-17
victory over Central Michigan,
there was a glaring similarity.
Every Falcon football player
could identify with Zeller.
That's because Zeller missed
a 27-yard chip shot with :05 left
in the first half to give CMU a
10-0 advantage. The miss cap-

McGee
ped a dismal half for BG in
which they tallied only 75 yards
total offense and five first downs
in front of the 3,312 fans who
beared the 35-degree temperature and 15-mile per hour winds
at Doyt Perry Field.
"At halftime Jason was a
down puppy," Falcon coach Moe
Ankney said. "He had missed an
easy field goal . . . and he was
very discouraged at the half.
But he hung in there and came
back to kick the longest field
goal of his life to redeem himself
(Zeller's previous best was 42
yards).
"I think he typifies our whole

Zeller

football team today — discouraged and down, but not out."
CMU totally dominated the
Falcons in the first half. The
Chippewas' first score came off
an 11-play, 59-yard drive in the
first quarter which resulted in
Kevin Nicholl's 22-yard field
goal. Then tailback John Hood
scored on a two-yard run capping a 13-play, 54-yard drive
early in the second quarter.
"ft would have been very easy
for us to just pack it in in the
second half because it clearly
looked like Central was the better team," Ankney said. "We
were just hanging on by our
fingernails."
But Zeller and the rest of the
Falcons didn't give up after the
first half.
No, BG didn't bolt out of the
lockerroom for the second half
and begin lighting up the scoreboard. In fact, it was still 10-0 at
the end of the third quarter. But
after three quarters of dormancy, the Falcon offense erupted for 18 points.
The third quarter was one of
futility in which Ankney decided
to pull starting tailback Shawn
Daniels out of the game in favor
of the beleagured Mike McGee.
McGee, who set a school record
with an 89-yard touchdown run
at Ball State Sept. 19, had become a sideline spectator since
then because he also had two
fumbles in the BSU game.
"We needed a spark," Ankney
said. "Shawn wasn't getting
anything done in the running
game and he had a bruised
forearm. We also needed
someone with a little more speed
and a little more Quickness so
we inserted McGee."
D See Zeller, page 6.

BG News/ Mark Thalman
Bowling Green fullback Mike Otten looks for daylight in the Central Michigan secondary on his way through the Falcons' offensive line. Otten

gained 23 of BG's 113 yards rushing in BG's 1817 win against the Chippewas.

Three gridders
picked all-MAC
Bowling Green's John Hunter, Kyle Kramer and Joe Foley were
each named to the first-team all-Mid-American Conference football
squad by the MAC coaches yesterday in Toledo.
Hunter, the Falcons' senior outside linebacker, was one of five
MAC players unanimously selected to the team. Joining him were
Eastern Michigan quarterback Ron Adams, Kent State running
back Eric Wilkerson, and Miami's placekicker Gary Gussman and
punter Chuck Conrad.
Hunter's first-team nomination was his second in as many years.
Kramer, a junior defensive back, and Foley, a senior defensive
lineman, were selected for the first time.
The Redskins and Central Michigan had five players each selected

Hunter

BG News/Mark Thalman
Falcon linebacker Doug Van Fossen (53) and defensive lineman Calvin Whitfield congratulate Jason Zeller
after the BG placekicker nailed a 44-yard field goal with 1:05 remaining to give the Falcons a 1817 win against
Central Michigan, Saturday at Doyt Perry Field. Zeller's three-pointer was the longest of his career and came
against strong winds.

Kramer

Foley

Redd

to the first-team, while MAC champion EMU placed four gridders.
Kent joined BG with three apiece and Ball State, Toledo and Western
Michigan had two each.
BG was also represented on the second-team all-MAC squad.
Quarterback Rich Dackin, wide receiver Reggie Thornton, fullback Mike Otten and defensive back/punt returner Ray Redd were
all honored second-team.
Falcon defensive lineman Jack Coppess was also named honorable mention.

Spikers confident about tourney
by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

Despite what seems to be a
stacked deck in the first-ever
Mid-American Conference volleyball tournament, the Bowling
Green volleyball team has a
good chance to bring home the
championship.
BG will travel to Western Michigan (Kalamazoo, Mich.) to
compete in the four-team field,

which includes three Michigan
schools: WMU, Central Michigan and Eastern Michigan.
The Falcons play CMU this
Friday at 6 p.m., while the
Broncos play EMU at 8:15 p.m.
The winners meet at 7:30 the
next night for the title and the
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
After BG completed a threeweek road trip in which they
went 5-0, and defeated Toledo in
the home finale, Falcon coach

"Anything can happen, anytime,
anywhere. I feel our team is capable of
winning it."
-Denise Van De Walle, BG volleyball coach
Denise Van De Walle said she
was optimistic entering the
tourney.
"Looking back at the (wins

over Miami and Ball State), I'm
pleased overall," she said. "Going out on the road for the last
month could have taken a toll on

us, but I feel we've played some
of our best volleyball in that
span. It shows you how the girls
can play on the road."
Despite the wins over the
Redskins and Cardinals, and
previous road victories over Akron, CMU and Toledo, the coach
said all odds appear to be
against the Falcons when they
travel to WMU.
For example, the Falcons
have to travel the farthest, and
□I See MAC tournament, page
pa 7.

Swim teams sweep three during weekend
I77TZZZZ
by Mark Huntebrlnker
sports reporter

The Bowling Green men's and women's swim teams
accomplished exactly what they wanted to this weekend.
The women outscored Cleveland State in Cleveland,
Friday, and then joined the men in sweeping visiting
Wright State, Saturday.
The two victories were nothing new for the women.
They have placed first in all four of their meets thus far
this season. What was new were the events which junior
Andrea Szekely and sophomore Stacey lies swam in the
141-91 defeat of CSU.

It was a case of different events, same results for the
duo. Szekely took a week off from her regular duties in
the 200 yard butterfly, which she won last week at EMU,
and won the 1000 yard freestyle at CSU. lies, who won
the 100 yard breaststroke last week against EMU, swam
to a first place finish in the 200 yard freestyle against
CSU.
"We swam very well against Cleveland State although we did not have strong competition in every
race." said Falcon head swim coach Brian Gordon.
Following Friday's meet in Cleveland, the women
were faced with the unenviable task of coming back and
hotting WSU Saturday.

'Having two meets in two days did not play a big fac"Having
tor," Gordon said. "I told them they better get used to it
because that's the way it's going to be come championship meet time."
The Falcons swim three straight days during the
MAC Championships.
The women answered the call by defeating Wright
State 124.5-81.5, Saturday. The 400-yard medley relay
team of Tammy Wilson, Shari Williams, lies and
Szekely won the event with a time of 4:01.33, beating
WSU's team bv over five seconds. Susan Tomalin won
the 1000 yard freestyle and Shari Williams was first in
the 50-yard freestyle.
As the women continued to roll, the men were not to
U See Swimmers, page 6.

Gribble's
10 points
pace BG
Bowling Green right
wing Andy Gribble broke
several personal records
by scoring 10 points in a
two-game series which
saw the Falcons defeat
Ferris State 9-6, Saturday,
and 8-4, Friday, in Big
Rapids,
Mich.
BG's
senior
notched
two goals
and three
assists in
Friday's
game,
while
adding a Gribble
hat trick and two assists in
Saturday's win. Gribble.
who missed BG's record
for most points in a series
by one, was named the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association s playerof-the-week for his performance.
Gribble's linemates,
Brent Regan and Nelson
Emerson also broke personal bests with a sevenpoint series each. Brian
Meharry and Greg Parks
also notched a six-point series each in the Falcons'
most productive weekend
on the road since routing
the Bulldogs 11-5 and 7-2 in
1978.
The wins vaulted the
7-4-1 Falcons into third
place in the CCHA going
into this weekend's heralded series with secondplace Michigan State. BG
will host the 8-3-1 Spartans
Friday night at 7:30 p.m.
and visit MSU's Munn
Arena Sunday at 3 p.m.
Sunday's game will be featured on the PASS network. The Spartans prepped for the BG series by tying Team USA, 3-3 Friday
night in Detroit. MSU
came up short the following nignt, losing to the

L

BG coach Jerry York,
who was upset with the
amount of goals scored by
BG and FSC during the series, lived up to an earlyseason promise after the
series. After rotating goaltenders Paul Connell and
John Burke throughout the
season, York has decided
to hand the regular duties
to Connell.
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Division I, II football pairings
DIVISION I
At Ohio Stadium
Cincinnati Princeton, 10-1, vs.
Toledo Whitmer, 11-1, Saturday,
Spjn.
At Akron Rubber Bowl
Sandusky, 10-2, vs. Youngstown
Boardman, 9-2, Saturday ,7 p.m.

Zeller

»_

D Continued from page 5.

After five carries (or an undistinguished 14 yards in the
third quarter, McGee provided
the spark Ankney quested. On
the Falcon's first offensive play
of the fourth quarter, McGee
exploded off right tackle and cut
tothe right sideline for a 93-yard
TDrun.
„ , .
"I was praying all night to
have a big game and I guess it
all came true today, said
McGee, who finished with 116
yards on 10 carries.
Ankney was also pleased with
this comeback within the comeback.
"Mike hadn't run the ball
worth a nickel since the Ball
State game," BG's second-year
mentor said. "It's a credit to
him that he never gave up. He
could have packed it in four or
five weeks ago when things were
SoingT so bad for him, but he
idn t"
After BG quarterback Rich
Darkin completed the two-point
conversion to tight end Kyle
Hockman to make it 10-8, momentum could have easily shifted in favor of the Falcons.
But it was not to be.
After the ensuing kickoff,
CMU drove 60 yards in six plays
to make it 17-8 with 11:29 remaining in the contest. The
drive was highlighted by a
34-yard run by Hood who fol-

DIVISION II
At Ohio Stadium
Kettering Alter, 9-3, vs. Steubenville, 11-1, Friday, 1:30 p.m.
At Akron Rubber Bowl
Cleveland Benedictine, 9-2, vs.
Akron Buchtel, 10-1, Friday,
7:30 p.m.

lowed that effort with an 11-yard
TD run up the middle.
Ankney considered this Chips'
drive the "most discouraging
phase of the game."
"That's when I thought we
were really in trouble," Ankney
said. "They marched right down
the field and scored right after
we scored. That was really a
daggar in the heart."
BG healed instantaneously,
however, as they exploded for
another quick score.
On their very next possession,
flanker Ron Heard ran a simple
10-yard "out" pattern into the
left flat. Dackin hit him with the
ball and Heard then broke the
tackle of CMU cornerback Howard Young.
It was then a foot race to the
endzone between three Chippewa defenders and Heard, who
Finished third in the 100-meter
dash at the 1987 Mid-American
Conference track championships.
Guess who won?
The 67-yard reception made it
17-15 with 11:02 remaining. CMU
then drove 43 yards in 12 plays
on their next possession, but Nicholl was wide left on his 37-yard
field goal attempt.
That mistake was all the Falcons needed as they took over
the ball with 5:23 remaining. By
mixing the run with the pass —
Heard caught a 19-yard reception — BG was able to move
52 yards in 11 plays to put themselves into scoring position.
But the Falcon drive was hal-
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DIVISION ra
At Dayton Welcome Stadium
Cincinnati Forest Park, 12-0, vs.
Thornville Sheridan, 12-0, Friday, 7:30p.m.
At Berea Franle Stadium
Elyria Catholic, W, vs. Youngstown Mooney, 10-1, Friday, 7:30
p.m.
ted on a third down and nine
play when Dackin's pass to split
end Reggie Thornton fell incomplete.
"I didn't have any choice (but
to try for the field goal)," Ankney said. "If we made any yardage on that third down play we
were going to go for the first
down. I thought it was too far
(for a field goal attempt), but
when the third-down play fluttered, we really had no choice.
"I just looked at Jason and said
'can you make it' and he said
yes. So I said 'go do it'."
And did he.
Facing a stiff breeze that
fusted to upwards of 17 mph
aturday, Zeller went in for the
attempt with one basic philosophy"I just had to lean back and let
it all go and get everything into
it," Zeller said. "A lot of times
this year I've finessed my kicks
in just squeaking an extra point
or a field goal through.
"I just had to take my chances
and kick the hell out of it."
Despite the cold and wind, the
ball cleared the crossbar to give
the Falcons an 18-17 advantage
with 1:05 left.
CMU still had a chance after
Hood returned Zeller's kickoff 28
yards to the Chips' 40-yard line.
But any hopes they had were
soon quelled when BG outside
linebacker John Hunter and
noseguard Greg Johnson sacked
quarterback Randy Levels on
fourth down to ensure the victory.
"It's an unbelievable victory
in that we were able to come
back like that," Ankeny said.
"It's a credit to our football
team and players who hung in
there and kept fighting hard.
The win concludes the season
for both squads. The Falcons finished 5-6 overall and 5-3 in the
conference for a second-place
finish in the MAC, while CMU
finished 5-5-1 overall and 3-4-1 in
the conference.

Pholo courtesy The Kev/Btad Phalin

Down But Not Out

Falcon coach Moe Ankney appears to be taking things rather hard while his players cheer in jubilation during
BG's game against Central Michigan. Actually, Ankney is celebrating in his own way a John Hunter and Greg
Johnson sack of Randy Levels in the closing seconds of the Falcons' 1817 win.

Meadow view Courts
•Apartments
One and two Bedroom
Apartments Available
for Spring 1988

Swimmers.
D Continued from page 5.
be outdone. BG outscored WSU
119-68. Tim Wagner won the individual 200 yard medley relay
with a time of 1:59.51. Rich Foster finished first in the 200 freestyle and freshman Andrew Lane
was tops in the 200-yard fly.
"I was very pleased with the
men's performance," Gordon
said. "This victory hopefully
starts us on the road to many
more."
Sue Cleveland placed first on
both the one- and three-meter

Furnished and Unfurnished

HAIR REPAIR
214 Napoleon Rd.

Phone: .352-1195

HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

FRITO-LAY

Tostitos

boards Friday against CSU for
the Falcons. Freshman Cathy
Kurela placed third on the threemeter board and fourth on the
one-meter board. Saturday, the
men's twosome of Mike Poindexter and Todd Everett disflayed strong performances,
oindexter was first on both
boards as Everett placed second
on the three-meter board and
fourth at fourth at one meter.
The Falcon swimmers and divers will return to action Friday, Dec. 4 and 5 when they play
host in the BGSU Invitational
Tournament.
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ELEGANT PASSAGE IS BACK!

shampoo
(regular $10)
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1271/87

Coupon must be presented

352-2566
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Rookie linebackers fitting 'Bill' Falcon cagers
open at home
NEW YORK (AP) — They are both rookies, both linebackers, both
with impeccable All-American credentials and both intent on leading Buffalo out of the wilderness in the NFL.

So far, Shane Conlan and Cornelius Bennett are succeeding.
The Bills are in the five-way tie atop the AFC East thanks in no
small part to the two first-year players. "They have both been terrific," Buffalo Coach Marv Levy said Sunday after Conlan and Bennett
helped the Bills to a 17-14 victory over the New York Jets.
When Conlan arrived as the Bills' No. 1 draft choice, Levy installed him outside where he struggled trying to acclimate himself to a
new position. "I was just getting comfortable," he said, when Buffalo acquired Bennett in the Eric Dickerson trade.
That moved Conlan back inside, where he is more comfortable.
"It's a different game inside because I can see more and make the
plays side to side," he said. His 10 tackles against the Jets marked
the third straight game he had led the team.
Coincidentally, Bennett has been with the club for only those three
weeks, traded to Buffalo after refusing to sign with the Indianapolis
Colts.
"I'm surprised how easy the adjustment (to pro football) has
been," Bennett said. "I hadn't played football for a long time. But
playing is how you learn and they put me right in there."
"He's a good student and he learns fast," Levy said of Bennett.
"We used him in certain situations in his first game, but he played
the full game last week and this."
Bennett, playing up on the line, had five tackles and 1V4 sacks
against the Jets, and noticed that he met defensive end Bruce Smith,
another ex-first round pick and Ail-American, in the Jets' backfield
a couple of times.
"We were there congratulating each other," he said. "That's
something for them to think about.

SPENCER AUTOMOTIVE
32 YEARS SAME LOCATION
MASTER MECHANICS.
V.W. SPECIALISTS & OTHERS.
420 CLOUGH, B.G. OHIO
353-0171

Conlan, who works in a more traditional position behind the line,
said he noticed right away what kind of impact Bennett would have
on the Bills' defense. "He has great football sense," he said. "He's
getting better each game."
The Bills are 2-1 since Bennett arrived, and Levy is convinced that
the deal which cost Buffalo two No. 1 draft choices and a No. 2 in the
next two years, as well as running back Greg Bell, was a steal for the
Bills.
"With draft choices, you can't expect they'll step right in for you,"
he said. "So you're talking about picks that might make you good in
1990. I'd rather be good right now.
Conlan and Bennett, two of this year's first-rounders, have done
that for the Bills.

Bowline Green's women's
basketball team will open its
1M7-U season this Saturday
at Anderson Arena. The Falcons will host the Bis Ten's
Northwestern in a 1:30 p.m.
matchup.
The game features a pair of
NCAA tournament-tested

D Continued from page 5.

feel our girls are playing top-notch right
now, but we'll have to keep working to beat
them."

they are the only non-Michigan team. The
BG hockey team also plays arch-rival Michigan State that night in the BG Ice
Arena, which will take away from the
spiker's support.

The Falcons are coming off a 15-4,16-14,
15-8 win over rival Toledo a week ago. BG
was impressive in the match and snowed
they are capable of playing dominating
type volleyball.

"But we're not going to let any of those
things be a factor. I think it's an omen that
we will win it all," she said.

But they also showed something else — a
will to win. Trailing 14-10 in that second
game to the Rockets, the Falcons appeared to be on the verge of losing the
game. But BG showed a never-say-die attitude, and behind an outstanding play by
outside hitter Jennifer Russell, the Falcons won the game.
"We're playing confidently and we're

MAC tournament.

Van De Walle said the opening match
with CMU will not be easy, despite BG's
15-7,15-10,15-10 win over the Chippewas at
CMU on Nov. 6.
"They'll be out to get us," she said. "I

teams from the previous
season
The Falcons' men's team
will begin its new season with
a I p.m. home game next
Monday against Findlay College. BG then travels to Ann
Arbor on Dec. 2 to face
nationally-ranked Michigan.

extremely excited about the tournament,"
Van De Walle said. "It's going to be difficult to beat Central twice, but f know we're
capable of doing it. We know we have to
take it one match at a time.
"Now is not the time to be looking ahead.
We have to go point-by-point, game-bygame."
The CMU-BG winner will likely face the
Broncos in the championship match. WMU
has won 83 consecutive MAC matches dating back to October of 1982 and are the sixtime defending champions, which includes
this year's regular season title.
However, Van De Walle said the past
doesn't matter when the title is on the line.
"Anything can happen, anytime, anywhere," she said. "I feel our team is capable of winning it."

TO
WORKS
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS

The Discount Place for Auto Parts.

<§3p^>
Wildlife'

Tuesday is Ladies' Night!
featuring "RISQUE BUSINESS"
DOORS OPEN
7:30

SHOWTIME
8:00

MEN IN AT 9:30
WEDNESDAY - PERKY TURKEY PARTY

• DON'T MISS THE FUN!

THE FUN PLACE TO BE!

820S.MAIN 353-0067
MON-FRI 9:OOam-8

SAT 8:30cm-6
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Drveatment. Apartheid & Racism Meeting
tonightat 6 PM. UCH* Center (Thursbn a Ridge).
Progressive Student Organization (PSO) Can
352-7534 Al are welcome
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A VISA
CARD?
The IPCO Club « handing out appfccahons
Come to the Math Science BuMnfl on
December 1 st through December 4th between
9 00 AM and 4 00 PM. and apply lor a VISA
Card through Independence Bank

RIDES

PERSONALS

Mde needed to Cincinnati. Nashville TN.
Louisville, KY for Thanksgiving break. Alao
need to be bach to Bowling Green around
Saturday or Sunday. Willing to leeve Tuesday
evening or early Wednesday morning from
Bowling Green Willing to party for gaa. Call
Mfce at 372-17*0 tor more details

• 'BOOTY AND STOOP"
TO MY WONDERFULLY AWESOME
VOLLEYBALL PARTNERS:
THANKS FOR AN INCREDIBLE UNDEFEATED
SEASONI CO-ED TRIPLES CHAMPSI
YOU TWO ARE THE BESTI
LOVE. KRiSTEN

SERVICES OFFERED

HSA Charity Holiday Party
Wed . Dec 2 at 8PM <n the Honors Center
(below Kretscher)
Admission one new or used (good condition)
toy to be given to needy chedren m BG. (get 'em
white you're home lor Thanksgiving)
Hofcday goodies plus a showing ot the James
Stewart classic. "It's a Wonderful Life", plus
other Holiday favorites
Sponsored by the Honors Student Association

Pregnant? Concerns''
Free Pregnancy Tests. Info
and Supportive Services
CALL FIRST HOPE AT
354-HOPE

ABORTION
Morning after treatment
Personal a Private
Center for Choice ll

TEST ANXIETY
"ContrcJfcng Test Anxiety
Before It Controls you"
December 2-3 30 to 4 30 PM OR
December 3 4 00 to 5 00 PM
Location 213 Moseiey HaH Study Skills Ctr
RES4STRATION IS LIMITED • CALL 372-8840

Toledo 419-255-7769
All Your Typmg Needs
Prompt & Professional
Clara at 352-4017
PACKAGING
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express ' UPS.
A-2 Data Center ■ 352-5042

WOMEN IN COMMONCATIONS. INC.
(WICI) MEETING!
JUST A REMINDER! Our next meeting will be
Wednesday Dec 2 at 8 PM in 104 BA Joan
Tussing. trom the Placement Office w.N speak
on how to write your resume add cover letter
ALSO. Iind out now to get your resume cntiqued professionally1 HAVE A HAPPY
THANKSGIVING!

TYPING SERVICES lor aH types of papers using
Xerox Memorywriter For appt. please call
352-3987 from 8am to 9 p m
TYPING? RESUMES?
Document Storage on Diskette
A-Z Data Center 352-5042

LOST & FOUND
Found 1 mate Drown tabby cat with red coaTr
Very affectionate Please cal 372-1653
FOUND tiger striped female cat with red collar
Cal 354-5220 or Humane Society after today
LOST Gold Kappa Delta Lavafcer between Mac
& Oftenhauer TREMENOOUS sentimental value
REWARD Call Ton. 372-6593

8 November 24,1987

WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe Si . Toledo Offering
gynecological services a pregnancy termination
by licensed physician including, prenatal
obstetncs. pregnancy testing. Pap test (lor cervical cancer). VD screening, birth control info ,
Tubal (jgation. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates for students.)
By appointment 1-241-2471

You choose the Sub - We'll fill the Mug

ADAM STERLE
DEE GEE ANCHORMAN!
OEE GEE ANCHORMAN'
DEE GEE ANCHORMAN!
CONGRATULATIONS
DEB
Although your birthday is 2 days away
The celebration begins today
You'l drink a shot trom me to you
To toast our friendship, always true
But don't lorrjet
It's not over yet
Wei do it again on Friday night
As we party in Dayton and do It up right
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY"
I Love Ya. Missy
Dude
Don't lorget to bring back a toy lor the HSA
Charity Hobday Party on Dec. 2'
■Lady
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY JOAN MAST
Here's the personal you wanted HAPPY?
We'l drink hardy cuz we like 10 party"
HEY MIKEY.
Here's hoping your 21sl is a blast and a halt
(and Nah blah and Ira trail
Loveya.
Sat,
JENI MCCORMICK
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LITTLE!
EVEN THOUGH YOUR BIRTHDAY IS 2 DAYS
AWAY.
I JUST WANTED TO MAKE SURE I OOT THE
CHANCE TO SAY.
JEN, YOU'RE THE BEST LITTLE THAT
ANYONE HAS EVER HADI
WHEN I LEAVE YOU IN MAY, I WILL REALLY
BESADI
OVER THE PAST YEAR WE'VE BECOME
SUCH GOOD FRIENDS,
I KNOW OUR FRIENDSHIP NEVER WILL END.
BRINGING YOU INTO OUR FAMILY
IS THE BEST THING I'VE DONE IN ALPHA XI.
HAVE A GREAT BIRTHOAY LITTLE! I LOVE
YOUI
LOVE, JULIE

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA PHI WISH
EVERYONE A SAFE AND HAPPY THANKSGIVING' DONT EAT TOO MUCH TURKEY!

No 1 land only!
The HSA parry (Dec 2 al 8 PM In the Honroe
CameO-BE THERE II bring the rmslteloe It
you bring the cnapsttck.
Aruooua
PS Don't lorget to bring a toy1
Thanksgiving Eve Service
SI Mark's Lutheran Church
Wed. Nov. 26 7:30 PM
Non perishable food items wal be oolecled during the offering
Everyone welcome.

LJ. (R.R.R.)
Hey. n been 3 montha' HARD TO BELIEVE!
Juat think ot al the games ol monopoly yet to
P*»V. The Slug Bug Club members, the bone
parties, or Ann Arbor (almost}, or better
still
The All-Morning TECH LAB EXTRAVAGANZA wtm a trip 10 Micky Da (not lo be
contused with The Kiwi Man|
-T A (R R |
NO JACKETS REQUIRED!
Lou Two jacket* and 2 seta of key■
Where Uptown
When: There., Nov. 11
We need our keya. Pleeae return to OCMB
No. 2331. No O'I asked. Thanksl

To whom it may concern
Al good things must come to an end. and thus
has Matt Kimmeis bachelorhood Say a prayer
lor the single women ot BG. hold your glasses
high, and drink a final loast to women with big
breasts
Good Luck Matt.
The Guys
Toys
For BG's needy glrte and boys
Jual one le all you need
Juat give one for your good deed
Then come end party the night
At the Charity party eponeorod by HSAI
(Dec 2. 1987 8 PM m the Honors Center)

WANTED
t female roommate lo sublease NEW apt on E
Merry lor spring sem Cal 354-5022
1 or 2 rmtes needed 2 bdmv apt. Rant
negotiable Cat 353-2177

One page Laser typescl original

To your door or in the store
l

Dkt>«N^|*.f \°*t>
rQ
t
S

Filled 16 oz

< collector'

9* 9l

945 South Main
FREE DELIVERY DAILY
From 11AM

352-7571

MUG

for only

copies on our fine paper
blank sheets for your cover lellers
matching envelopes

And these aren't just copies; these are Kinko's copies.
Crisp, clean copies, often better than the original!
Kinko's helps you look good on paper.
Take advantage of this special today.

$

3.50
with this coupon

$20.95

All Ihis for

Omm

FREE RENT I female needed lor rest ot
semester S106 25 spring sem gas paid Air
oond Cal 352-2930 and leave a message lor
Use
apt lor

WANTED. 1 MALE (OR FEMALE! ROOMMATE
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC PAID
2
BEDROOMS. LARGE LIVING SPACE IF INTERESTED. CALL 354-6121
WANTED
1 NON-SMOKING MALE TO
SUBLEASE APT. SPRING SEMESTER.
ASSUME LEASE S OCCUPANCY ANYTIME
AFTER 12-19. NO PAYMENT UNTIL 1-15. EXTREMELY CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $120 A MO
PLUS GAS S PHONE CALL 352-1470
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE
SPRING SEMESTER
21 OR OLDER- $160 a ELEC
354-3045
WANTED ONE OR TWO MALE ROOMMATES
TO SUBLET APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER ACROSS FROM CAMPUS ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC ARE PAID
CALL STEVE 353-2504

HELP WANTED
AU'PAIRS UNLIMITED needs Mother's
helpers. Earn salary plus free room and board
wlin lamlllei In Northern N.J. and Metro NYC
Area. One year commitment. Immediate
placement, no tees, call 201-670-7511.
Help Wanled Cashiers
Buttons Nov. Hiring
Must be 18yrs or older
THE BG NEWS is now accepting applications
lor ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES
lor positions starting Spring Semeater 1986
Gain valuable experience, commission paid All
majors encouraged to apply Must have own
car Applications 4 rob descriptions available at
214 West Hal DEADLINE: Tuea . Nov. 24, S
p.m.
The Bowing Green State University Board ol
Student Publications is now accepting appfceaBone lor EDITOR ol THE BG NEWS lor Spring
Semester 1986 Applications available at 214
West Hal DEADLINE: 5 p.m.. Tuesday.
November 24

FOR SALE
68 vw Squtvebeck
Asking $500 OK shape, leave name and
number at 353-0797
1986 BIANCHI RACING BIKE
Campy ModoteCXmega equipped
$600 Call Adam 353 1588
2 piece 50" projection colored televis<on
Phone 352-1268
CAMERA OUTFIT Pentax ME-FD. 50 mm
1.18. 28 mm 12 wide angle. 75-300 mm
1 5.6 zoom lenses, Vivitar 2500 200 mm flash.
andcamarabag $350 or best otter 354-2401
after 5 PM-Dan
Commodore computer system C64. disk drive.
monitor, mouse. G E O S software and other
goodies $300 Call Thorn tor details
353-4834 after 8 p m
FOR SALE
Light Blue Honda Accord (1982). Good
condition--new brakes, new struts, new wiring.
A new stereo Asking $4300 (very negotiable)
CaH 353-7020. Ask tor Rob

Onette table and 4 cnelrs lor sale Also 2 wltte
temps Great condition Cat 364-2501 avenuela II True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through
the U.S. government Gel the lacls today1 Cal
1-312-742-1142 ext 1704
OPEL GT '73
79.000 ORIGINAL MILES
NEW PAINT $1,100
CALL 9 AM - 2 PM

841 8480

FOR RENT
•••HOO*J FOR RENT"'
3 temales looking lor roommate
Spring 1988
Cal 352 6865
1 a 2 bdrm turn apt Close lo campus lor
1988 Spnng Semester -aval mid Dec Cal collect 1-267-3341
I female non-smoking roommate wanted for
2nd semeater. 2 bdrm , 2 oath, apt Close lo
campua Cal now 353-6120
1 non-smoking lemele to sublease nice turn. 2
bedim
apt lor spring semester
Rent
negotiable1 Please cal 362-66841
1 ROOM SUBLEASED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. 1 or 2 persona needed-esa
Fraree A pi.-Cheep, only $11S a month 4 elec.
Call Shawn at 354-2379
2 bdrm. apt newly redecorated Heel includ
Aval Jan 1 352-7464 a 623-7555
2 BDRM -2 BATH APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS
$120 PER MONTH, PLUS ELECTRIC CALL
ANYTIME 353-0504
2 ROOMMATES NEEDEO TO SUBLEASE TWO
BEDROOM APT. SPRING SEMESTER. $130
PER MONTH. THIRD 6 HIGH 354-0888
521 East Marry Apt D1 Needs Male
150 1-2 Manvato Needs Female
220 Lackey Road
710EkjhBiSI (House)
402 High St Apt 2B Needs Male
707 Thud St Apt B
707 Third St Apt D
727 Third St Apt. A
864 Eighth SI No 10
120 South Cotsge (House!
Cal John Newtove Realestale 354-2260
A TWO PERSON APT. AVAILABLE FOR
SUBLEASE SPRING 6 SUMMER SEMESTERS.
0000 LOCATION, FURN. $300 A MONTH.
CALL 354-1345 AFTER 5:00 PM
ACROSS FROM OFFENHAUER
TRAILER TO SUBLET FOR SPRING
SEMESTER 2 BEDROOM, CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL MITZI OR TRACY AT 353-4035
Apartment for rent Spring Semester. 2 bdrm .
10 yds from campua Male. $525 per
semester Cal Tom 352-1402 Leave a
message it nol home
AfMrtnwit for R«nI
2 bdmv. AC. Free gas & heat, new eppa&nces
microwave, carpeting Available January 4
354-8502

Efficiency cloee to campus •" a Buildtng by
itself Rent $125 plus util Cafl Tornar
354-2898
Free Heat, cloee lo shopping, on-site manage'
meni, private entrances 1 S 2 bdrm available
Varsity Square Apts 353-7715
Help1 2 seniors graduating
Sublet 2 bedroom apt
2 or 3 person Last month of rent paid
Cal 354-0790

Houses & Apartments close to campus tor Spring Semester 1988 and 1988-1989 school
year 1-267-3341
Roommate needed to sublease 2 bedroom apt
$225 a month Utilities paid 352-2429
WANTED 1 or 2 FEMALES TO SUBLEASE
APT. FOR SPRING SEMESTER ASSUME
LEASE S OCCUPANCY ANYTIME AFTER
12-20-87 VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC ARE PAID
PLEASE CALL ANYTIME 354-5610

kinko's

!l3R.H,o.dSt. cn»teopKM.Cr.atptople
Bowling Green, Ohio
J54- J977

This Ad Required

:

VD-STD
Men and Women
Daytime and Evening
Appointments

•

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

354-3540
Planned Parenthood

SAVE $'$ WITH SPECIAL RATES DURING NOVEMBER
Hr»: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4
•

A Double Feature
Both Shows lor On* Low Price

BUSINESS!
is looking for an enthusiastic person to become our Exhibits
Director. You can gain valuable experience planning,
arranging and conducting a variety of sales and exhibits.
Applications are available in the UAO office and are due
Friday, December 4 by 4:00 p.m.

It's Not Too Late to Get Involved!

November is ...
Spiritual Wellness
Month

Low Cost Treatment

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
(Second Semester Leases]
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Female lo sublet apt lor Spring sem St 15 per
mo. a elec a dose to campus Cal 354-6216

Non smoking female needed to ailesasa apt.
rmmediately and spring sem $106 25 a mo
Cal 352-5432 ask lor Kathy. eves

DAILY SPECIALS

PACKAGE SPECIAL
1
+ AiMug

2 rmtea. needed to subleaaa 2 bdrm apt spr
mg asm Pool. AC. OWnvasrier. good location
S105 per mo. enO o«a Cal 362-4890

Needed Spring Term Male roommate, nonsmoking Very close to campus 526 E. Merry
SI 20 a mo 4 low ulvlrlies Cal soon 354-481 8

V
25
25
25

2 female roomates needed lo sublease apt sprHg sem 352-8837

Need 1 or 2 male rmtes to
Spring St 50 a mo 354-0549

THE CAFE
NORTH EUVLTIMORE
257-3440
CHICKEN. SEAFOOD. VEAL
HOMEMADE SOUPS
HOMEMADE PIES

■ VjyilVJI »» special, George's special,
Taco Sub, German Delight, Vegetarian, Monty,
Hawaiian Punch, Chef's Delight, Regular, or
Roast Beef

t -2 MAI f IS) NEEDED TO SUBLEASE EAST
MERRY APRTMENT FOR SPRING SEM
MORE INFO CALL 364-3242

9:00 p.m.
We apologize to our Friday. November 20, customers who miy
have been inconvenienced by the
puokcation ol the Incorrect advartisement in The as rVewa.

Believe in yourself and
others!
Come to the Well
located on the 2nd floor
of the Student Health
Center for information
on organizations on and
off campus that can help
you enhance your
Spiritual Wellness.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

HOLIDAY EDITION
is coming soon!

Look for it at all
regular distribution points
on and off campus
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30

